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Estimation of cast iron substitute thermal capacity using the experimental data

In the paper the problem of the cast iron substitute thermal capacity estimation is discussed. This parameter appears when
the macroscopic mathematical model of alloys solidification bases on the one domain method (fixed domain approach). In the
case of cast iron the form of function describing the course of temperature-dependent thermal capacity is quite complex. Using
the experimental data, in particular the measured cooling/heating curves at the set of points selected in the casting – mould
domain the identification problem has been solved using the gradient methods. The results presented concern the gray iron
3.21% C and 1.9% Si.
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1. Introduction
Most practical problems associated with the heat
conduction modeling are currently solved using the numerical
methods, but the reliability of the results depends on the proper
adoption of the input data, including the parameters appearing
in the mathematical description of the process considered. In
the case of the models basing on the Fourier-type equation
should be mentioned here the volumetric specific heat and
thermal conductivity of material, the capacity of internal heat
sources and the parameters determining the form of boundaryinitial conditions. They can be treated as the constant values or,
usually, as the temperature – dependent functions.
The very popular approach to the description of alloys
solidification in the case of macroscale modeling is the
application of the energy equation known in literature as the
one domain method [1-5]. In this equation the parameter called
‘a substitute thermal capacity’ (STC) appears. For the molten
metal and solidified part of the casting the substitute thermal
capacity corresponds directly to the volumetric specific
heats of subdomains considered, while in the mushy zone
region the evolution of latent heat determined the final form
of the parameter discussed. Taking into account the complex
mechanism of cast iron solidification the substitute thermal
capacity must be defined in an unusual way. The preliminary
studies using the methods of thermal and differential analysis
(TDA) [6] shown that the good approximation of STC can
be obtained by the composition of two bell-type functions
and the constant value between them. The detailed form of
the parameter discussed has been found using the methods of
inverse problems solution [7-13], in particular, the gradient
method has been applied [10, 11]. At the stage of numerical
computations the explicit scheme of finite difference method
[14-17] for non-linear heat conduction problems has been used.

In the paper the mathematical description of the
solidification and cooling processes proceeding in the casting
domain are discussed, next the considerations concerning
the STC construction are presented. The most essential
information about the gradient method and the results of
testing computations are collected in the chapter 4. Chapter
5 is devoted to the application of real measurements for
STC parameters estimation and finally the conclusions are
formulated.
2. One domain (fixed domain) method
The name ‘one domain method’ concerns the
mathematical model of alloys solidification in which the
evolution of latent heat is taken into account by introducing
into the energy equation the parameter called ‘a substitute
thermal capacity’. So, we consider the following Fourier –
type equation
x∈Ω :

c(T )

∂ f ( x, t )
∂ T ( x, t )
= ∇ [ λ (T ) ∇ T ( x, t ) ] + Q S
(1)
∂t
∂t

where c(T ) is a volumetric specific heat of casting
material, λ(T) is a thermal conductivity, Q is a volumetric
latent heat, T = T (x, t), fS = fS (x, t ) denote the temperature and
the local volumetric fraction of solid state at the neighborhood
of the point considered. The different forms of equation (1)
appear at the stage of solidification rate ∂fS /∂t computations
(e.g. [7]).
Let us denote the temperatures corresponding to the
beginning and the end of solidification process by TL and TS
at the same time we assume the knowledge of temperaturedependent function fS for the interval [TS , TL ] and then
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∂ f S ( x, t ) d f S ∂ T ( x, t )
=
∂t
dT
∂t

(2)

Introducing this formula to energy equation (1) one
obtains

x∈Ω :

∂ T ( x, t )
C (T )
= ∇ [ λ (T ) ∇ T ( x, t ) ]
∂t

(3)

where C (T ) = c (T ) – Q dfS /dT is called ‘a substitute thermal
capacity’. This parameter can be defined in the different ways,
but one can see that for T < TS : fS = 0, while for T >TL : fS =
0 and the derivative dfS /dT = 0. Summing up, the following
definition of substitute thermal capacity can be accepted [18]

 cL

df

C (T )= cP − Q S
dT

cS

(4)

T < TS

or, because fL =1 – fS

c(4)
L

df

C (T )= cP + Q L
dT

cS

where R is a thermal resistance. For R = 0 (a such assumption
can be done in the case of sand mix mould) the last equation
takes a form
(9)

The mathematical model presented above can be more
complicated. For example, one can consider the convectional
component of heat transfer which appear in the molten metal
sub-domain, e.g. [19].
3. Substitute thermal capacity of material considered

T > TL
TS ≤ T ≤ TL

(8)

(10)

T > TL
TS ≤ T ≤ TL

On the contact surface between casting and mould the
continuity condition is given

(5)

T < TS

where cL , cP , cS are the volumetric specific heats of molten
metal, mushy zone and solid state sub-domains and one can use
the equation (3) as the model of thermal processes proceeding
in the whole, conventionally homogeneous, casting domain.
It is the reason that the approach presented is called ’a one
domain method’. Parameter C(T) can be also defined directly
without knowing the function fS (x, t ) (e.g. [8]). In this case,
the information concerning the change of alloy physical
enthalpy between TS and TL should be used. Such an approach
is presented in this paper.
The typical mathematical description of the real foundry
technology requires the supplement of equation (3) by the
equation determining the course of thermal processes in
a mould sub-domain, this means
(6)
where the index m identifies the mould sub-domain, the nonhomogeneous mould can be also considered.
On the external surface of mould the following boundary
condition
(7)
is, as a rule, accepted. Here α is a heat transfer coefficient, Tα
is an ambient temperature, ∂/∂n denotes a normal derivative.

In the case of typical binary alloys (e.g. Al-Si, CuZn) the good results of solidification process modeling can
be obtained using the approximation of STC in the form
of bell-type function [20], however the process of cast
iron solidification is more complex. During the process
discussed the austenitic and eutectic phases are separated
and both the austenite Qaus and eutectic Qeu volumetric
latent heats should be taken into account. The preliminary
studies have shown that the favored is the division of Qaus
into two components Qaus1, Qaus2 and to define the STC in
the following way

(11)

where TL , TA , TE , TS (Figure 1) are the border temperatures,
ak , bk , k = 1, 2, ..., 5 are the unknown coefficients, while
(12)
The parameters of polynomials appearing in equation
(11) should be determined in this way in order to assure
the continuity and differentiability of C(T), additionally
the integration of polynomials in the selected temperature
intervals must correspond to the thermal effects (changes of
alloy physical enthalpy) connected with the solidification and
cooling processes [20].
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The very tedious mathematical manipulations finally give

(13)

4. Estimation of STC parameters using the gradient
method
The parameters determining the course of cast iron
solidification will be denoted as pe , e = 1, 2, ..., E. In the case
considered p1 = Qeu , p2 = Qaus1 , p3 = Qaus2 . The solution of the
inverse problem requires an additional information concerning
the course of the process and it is, as a rule, the knowledge
of cooling/ heating curves at the set of points selected from
the casting –mould domain. The least squares criterion is
introduced [10, 11, 21, 22]
(15)
where Tdif , Tif = T ( xi , tf ) are the measured values of
temperature at the point xi and time t f and the temperatures
at the same point and time found on the basis of numerical
solution for a priori assumed values of the process parameters.
The application of gradient method, e.g. [11, 23, 24] requires
the differentiation of criterion (15) with respect to unknown
parameters pe , e =1, 2, ..., E and next the necessary condition
of multivariable function extreme is taken into account

and

(16)
(14)

where
(17)

The border temperatures and volumetric specific heats are
assumed to be known and then the values of the polynomials
parameters are dependent on the latent heat components Qeu,
Qaus1 and Qaus2 .

are the sensitivity coefficients, k is the iteration number, at the
same time the initial values pe0 are the arbitrary assumed, while
pek for k > 0 result from the previous iteration.
Function Tif is expanded into the Taylor series taking into
account the first derivative, this means
(18)
where
(19)
Introducing the formula (18) to the equation (16) for
e = 1, 2, ..., E one obtains
(20)
System of equations (20) allows one to determine the
values Δpek and next to find the new values of parameters pek+1
(21)

Fig. 1. Substitute thermal capacity

The iteration process is completed when the assumed
‘stop criterion’ is satisfied. The quickness of getting to the
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solution depends on the position of start point pe0 , e = 1, 2,
..., E. Because the inverse problems belong to the group of
ill posed ones, so the computations not always finish with
success and sometimes it is also connected with the choice of
start point.
To find the sensitivity coefficients (17) the sensitivity
models with respect to parameters pe must be solved. The
sensitivity models result from the differentiation of energy
equations and boundary-initial conditions with respect to the
parameter considered (direct approach [25-27]). In order to
simplify the form of sensitivity equation we assume that the
thermal conductivities of casting and mould material and
also the mould volumetric specific heat can be treated as
the constant values. So, one obtains the following additional
boundary-initial problems

(25)
Using the formulas (13) and (14) one can find the
derivatives ∂ak /∂p1 and ∂bk /∂p3, in particular

(26)

(22)
and

(27)

Differentiation of STC with respect to p1 , p2 , p3 gives

and

(23)

From the practical point of view both the sensitivity
models and the basic one are similar and at the stage of
numerical computations almost the same computer programs
can be used.
To verify the correctness and effectiveness of numerical
algorithm the following task has been solved. The cast iron
plate shown in Figure 2 is produced in the typical sand mould
(a problem is treated as 2D one).

(24)

while

Fig. 2. Casting – mould system and the differential mesh
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Thermophysical parameters of subdomains are as
follows: λ = 30 W/(m K), λm = 1 W/(m K), cL = 5.88 MJ/(m3 K),
cS = 5.4 MJ/(m3 K), cm =1.75 MJ/(m3 K), while Qaus1 = 937.2
MJ/m3, Qaus2 = 397.6 MJ/m3, Qeu = 582.2 MJ/m3 (estimated
parameters). Border temperatures are equal to TL = 1250ºC,
TS = 1110ºC, TA = 1200ºC, TE = 1130ºC, T0 = 1300ºC and Tm 0
= 20ºC. The solution of the basic problem played the role of
‘measured temperatures’ at the points 1, 2, 3 corresponding to
the sensors positions. The obtained cooling curves at the points
1, 2, 3 are shown in Figure 3. The computations, as previously
mentioned, have been performed using the explicit variant of
the FDM.

One can see, that the computational process is convergent
although the start point is far from the final one. The results
after 20 loops, this means Qaus120 = 931.41 MJ/m3, Qaus220 =
401.52 MJ/m3, Qeu20 = 584.63 MJ/m3 are close to the values
assumed at the stage of the basic problem solution. The same,
as previously, problem has been also solved using the disturbed
input data (cooling curves) (e.g. [28]) and the results obtained
have been practically the same.
5. Application of measurements
Good results of STC identification on the basis of
calculated cooling curves confirmed the correctness of the
algorithm prepared and used numerical procedures. The
next stage of research was connected with the application
of the real measurements. So, the castings in the shape of X
and L hot spots have been made (gray iron 3.21% C, 1.9%
Si). The test stand for temperature measurements is shown
in Figure 5.

Fig. 3. Cooling curves

The identification problem has been solved using the
gradient method. The start point corresponded to the values
Qaus1, Qaus2, Qeu = 0 MJ/m3 , the course of iteration process is
shown in Figure 4.
Fig. 5. Measuring stand

As an example, the results concerning the system
shown in Figure 6 will be below discussed. In particular , the
identification of unknown parameters on the basis of cooling
curve measured at the point 3 (Fig. 6) will be presented. In
Figure 7 the measured temperature history and the numerical
solution obtained for the optimal values of Qaus1, Qaus2 and Qeu
are shown. They are equal to Qaus1 = 469.6 MJ/m3, Qaus2 =
413.6 MJ/m3, Qeu = 1232 MJ/m3, while the value of functional
(15) is equal to S = 25.2.

Fig. 4. Course of iteration process
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between border temperatures TL and TS . In the case of cast
iron the situation is more complicated – it results from the
complexity of solidification process. Preliminary studies
led to the conclusion that the STC can be described by the
composition of two bell-type functions and the constant
value. The successive components (assuming the knowledge
of the border temperatures) are dependent on the quantities
Qaus1, Qaus2 and Qeu. They are determined using the methods of
inverse problems solutions, in particular the gradient method
has been applied. To check the correctness and effectiveness
of numerical procedures developed, the examples for
which the solutions of the direct problems play a role of
measurements have been done. Next, the series of castings
has been made and the additional information necessary to
solve the identification problem resulted from the measured
cooling/heating curves at the set of points selected from the
casting-mould system. The results of parameters estimation
are fully satisfactory.
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